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MILITARY PROBLEM 

Oualified infantrymen, because o( their duty assignments, must have greater skill 

in land navigation than that possessed by the basic soldier. To enable infantrymen to 
acquire the necessary capability in land navigational techniques, an Advanced Land 

Navigation (ALN) training program was needed at the level of infantry advanced indi- 

vidual training (AIT). The research necessary for development of such a program was 
assigned to the U.S. Army Infantry Human Research Unit at Fort Benning, Georgia, which 
had previously developed the Basic Land Navigation (BLN) training program, under Task 

PATROL, for use in basic combat training (BCT). 

RESEARCH PROBLEM 

Research was needed to determine the land navigational performance required of 
infantrymen who have completed AIT and then to design a program of instruction that 
would develop the level of skill defined by that performance requirement. 

RESEARCH METHOD 

To provide training objectives and a standard of performance for use in the design 
and evaluation of training, the land navigational performance requirement appropriate to 

infantrymen at the level of AIT was specified.   This requirement prescribes that: 
(1) By day, a soldier should be able to navigate by himself over difficult, unfa- 

miliar terrain for a distance of at least 3 kilometeus and arrive at an objec- 

tive that is 50 meters wide.   This must be accomplished within three hours. 
(2) By night, a pair of soldiers should be able to navigate over difficult, unfa- 

miliar terrain for a distance ol at least 2 kilometers and arrive at an objec- 
tive that is 50 meters wide.    This must be accomplished within two hours. 

These specifications were based on the navigational requirements held to be generally 
characteristic of infantry reconnaissance patrols. The terrain and route factors contribut- 
ing to navigational difficulty were classified and used to define the terrain and route 
characteristics of the performance requirement. 

To assess the current level of navigational proficiency and to obtain information 
on the extent and type of improvement needed, graduates of infantry AIT were, during 
daylight hours, (1) tested on component skills used in navigation, and (2) required to 
traverse three routes ranked as easy, moderate, or difficult to navigate. On the routes 

classed as easy, 55% of the men tested reached the objectives, while or. the routes 
classed as moderate, 45% of the men reached the objectives. Only 5% of the men reached 

the objectives on the ditlicult routes. 
This diagnostic assessment provided guidance lor the development of a 10-hour 

prototype program of instruction, which incorporated pretested innovations in operational 

vii 



techniques and in teaching methods. An Instructor's Guide1 was prepared that included 
lesson plans, copies of slides, descriptions of training aids, and instructions for 
administering the course. 

The experimental program was administered by noncommissioned-officer instruc- 
tors to 100 enlisted men. Both the daytime and the nighttime performances of these 
men were then evaluated on difficult navigational routes as cvi.cribed by the 
performance requirement. 

RESULTS 

In the experimental group 50% of the men met the prescribed daytime performance 
requirement, as opposed to only 5% of the men who had not had the experimental training. 

Of the two-man teams, 76% met the performance requirement for nighttime navigation. 

CONCLUSION 

The 10-hour prototype program of instruction in ALN can be used to train enlisted 
personnel to navigate accurately over difficult, unfamiliar terrain under all conditions 
of visibility. 

RECOMMENDATIONS1 

It is recommended that 
(1) The prototype program of instruction in ALN be used tor land navigation 

training in infantry AIT (MOSs 111 and 112). 
(2) The prototype program of instruction in ALN be used in other training programs 

for MOSs with similar land navigational training requirements and for refresher training. 
(3) The prototype course be furnished to National Guard and Reserve components 

for use as appropriate. 
(4) The /nstrucfor's Guide,* including lesson plans, which comprises the content 

of the ALN program, be published in appropriate Army publications. 
(5) The color slides developed tor the course and the plastic relief model 

training map used in the instruction be reproduced by the Army and made available as 
items of issue. 

'Reference 8. 
'Letter, ATIT-TNG-RSH, HQ USCONARC, 6 Sep 63, subject: "HumRRO-Developed Course 

in Advanced Land Navigation,* paras. 3 and 5, Indicates action being taken tc implement Recom- 
mendci'iona (1) and (A). A complete course tn land navigation, including the HumRRO-developed 
courses In basic and advanced land navigation, is being added to the training literature program 
as a Department of the Army Training Circular. 

'Reference 8. 
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THE PROBLEM 

The land navigation   instruction in basic  combat training (BCT) 
teaches techniques that enable the navigator to move accurately over 
terrain that is undeveloped but comparatively easy to traverse.1   How- 
ever,  to enable the infantryman to move over unfamiliar terrain under 
difficult mission and route conditions, more advanced methods for land 
navigation must be developed and taught. 

Research toward this objective entails (1) specifying the advanced 
land navigational performance required of the infantryman, and (?) devel 
oping a course of instruction in land navigation  that will enable  the 
infantryman to satisfy this requirement. 

BACKGROUND FOR THE RESEARCH 

Evidence of the inability of enlisted personnel to navigate accurately 
had led earlier to Task PATROL,   a military research program con- 
ducted at the U.S. Army Infantry Human Research Unit, Fort Benning, 
Georgia. The aim of this program was to develop an explicit performance 
requirement and a formal training program for basic land navigation. 
In December 1958,  the 12-hour course in Basic Land Navigation  (BLN) 
developed in Task PATROL was incorporated into the BCT program 
(ATP 21-114).    It is  now  administered under the  guidance of Army 
Subject Schedule 21-21, Land Navigation, April 1960. 

The purpose of BLN instruction is to enable men who have completed 
BCT to carry out  routine   missions that  involve land navigation.   New 
doctrine, however, strongly emphasizes greater mobility of troops and 
more dispersion of small units.    Recognizing that infantrymen need 
greater capabi'ity in  land  navigation than  that  provided by BCT,  the 
U.S. Army Infartry School  at Fort Benning  requested research aimed 
at extending land navigation training at the level of advanced individual 
training (AIT).    Since developing the capability  for performing more 
demanding types of missions or missions over difficult terrain was 
beyond the  scope  of the  Task PATROL objective,   the Infantry Unit 
undertook this research with Subtask V of RIFLEMAN. 

'References 2 and 3. 



THE PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENT 
FOR ADVANCED LAND NAVIGATION 

Selection of the Navigational Situation 

A survey of Army field manuals,   technical manuals,   and  related 
material indicated that the infantryman encounters a wide variety of 
navigational problems, depending on the type of mission and the charac- 
teristics of the terrain over which movement takes place.   To provide a 
training goal that would be specific and at the same time would reflect 
the needs of the broad range of situations that require  the infantry- 
man to have navigational competence, the designation of a  "reference 
situation" was needed. 

It appeared from the survey that the reconnaissance patrol demands 
the infantryman's greatest navigational skill and flexibility.   For this 
reason, the navigational attributes of such a patrol were selected as the 
characteristics of the reference situation for Advanced Land Navigation 
(ALN).    One  attribute is that the  soldier who can meet  the exacting 
navigational demands of the reconnaissance patrol can probably fulfill 
the navigational requirements for other types of missions within his 
MOS responsibilities.   A reconnaissance patrol might have to modify 
its preselected route several times, either to avoid contact with the 
enemy or to move around unexpected obstacles, such as enemy mine- 
fields.   Therefore, the differing missions of the reconnaissance patrol 
require navigation over all kinds of terrain and under various degrees 
of visibility.    The patrol also has  several attributes desirable for 
training purposes:   The number of personnel going on a reconnaissance 
mission is usually small, and both the operating distance and the oper- 
ating time  are customarily within a moderate range that can be 
duplicated in a training situation.2 

Physical Factors Affecting Navigation 

Although specifying a particular mission set certain  limits on 
the navigational situation that was to be the training target, for mean- 
ingful experimentation some way of formally stating the dimensions 
for terrain and route difficulty had to be developed. 

Literature on terrain factors  was  surveyed,  but few  pertinent 
references were discovered.   However,  during previous navigational 
research at the  Infantry Unit,  considerable information had been 
gathered on this subject from military experts.    The material provided 
a basis for a system of describing and classifying terrain and route 
characteristics that are important for land navigation.   Eight physical 
factors, the basis for this system, in effect determine the difficulty of 
navigation:   (1) amount and distribution of vegetation, (2) amount of slope, 
(3) recognizability of checkpoints, (4) length of total route, (5) length of 

'A recent U.S. Army innovation is a long-range reconnaissance patrol, but the navigational 
requirements for this patrol are within the capability of the ALN-trained navigator. 



sections of route between checkpoints, (6) number of sections between 
checkpoints, (7) size of obstacles, and (8) size of objective. 

By systematic variation of these factors, it is possible to establish 
routes ranked as easy, moderate, or difficult to navigate.  The average 
numerical values of each physical factor on each kind of route are 
given in Table 1. 
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The BLN program had been designed to train the navigator to move 
accurately over routes that would be classed as easy under the above 
system.  The objective of theALN program is to teach metnods that will 
enable the navigator to move accurately over routes classed as difficult. 

On a difficult  route,  a navigator  is  not only  faced with  single 
instances of extreme physical factors  but also with combinations of 
such  factors.     However,  while  an  infantryman might on occasion 
encounter one   or  more extreme physical factors on an actual  recon- 
naissance mission,   it is unlikely that  he  would face a combination of 
extremes  that   would be greater than  the   route classed  as  difficult 
in Table  1. 

Performance Requirement 

By combining the navigational attributes of a reconnaissance patrol 
and the terrain requirements of a difficult, unfamiliar route, a perform- 
ance requirement has been specified for ALN under both day and night 
conditions.   The performance requirement prescribes that 

(1) By day, a soldier should be able to navigate by himself over 
difficult, unfamiliar terrain for at least 3 kilometers and 
arrive at an objective that is 50 meters wide.   This must 
be accomplished within three hours. 

(2) By night, a pair of soldiers should be able to navigate over 
difficult, unfamiliar terrain for at least 2 kilometers and 
arrive at an objective that is 50 meters wide.   This must 
be accomplished within two hours. 

The day requirement  integrates   reconnaissance  patrol  doctrine 
with  research experience  in  such  areas  as typical size of objective 



and length of mission, and desired rate of movement.   The requirement 
includes the ability to detour around natural and man-made obstacles. 
The night requirement is adapted from the day specifications and 
reflects the effects night conditions  would be expected to have on 
navigation and on the nature of the mission itself. 

CURRENT NAVIGATIONAL PROFICIENCY 

Methods of Assessing Navigational Proficiency 

Land navigation—movement from point to point across unfamiliar 
terrain —may be accomplished by a variety of navigational methods 
that are directly dependent upon various basic skills. As a part of ALN 
research, a diagnostic baseline study was undertaken to assess the 
current level of the infantryman's navigational proficiency in order to 
identify areas in need of special attention in ALN training. 

Proficiency in land navigation might be evaluated cither by assessing 
integrated route performance or by testing individual navigational skills 
separately.   The diagnostic study used both means of evaluation in an 
effort to determine the relationship between ability to navigate over 
unfamiliar terrain and proficiency in the component navigational skills. 

An infantry division supplied 60 trained men to be used as subjects 
for the diagnostic study.  All were graduates ofBCTand infantry AIT 
and had participated in basic unit training. All had received a minimum 
of 12 hours of BLN and 10 hours of Map and Compass Usage. 

In the diagnostic study all subjects were required to undergo both 
means  of evaluation.    Half received the individual  skills  test before 
navigating a  route and half received the test  afterward.    Assessing 
integrated route performance was limited to daylight hours because a 
primary objective of the evaluation was to obtain diagnostic information, 
and research experience had shown that diagnostic observation was not 
feasible at night.3 

Integrated Route Performance 

For the purpose of assessing integrated route performance to 
determine the current capability of infantrymen to meet the performance 
requirement already specified for ALN, training routes were constructed 
at Fort Benning composed of the physical factors previously identified 
in Table 1.     These routes were classed as easy (each factor at its easy 
level, the equivalent of the BLN requirement), difficult (each factor at 
its difficult level, the equivalent of the AL^I requirement), or moderate 
(the level of each factor, in general, midway between the other two). 

The subjects for the baseline study were assigned to a specific 
route   (20 subjects at each of the three levels of route difficulty) and 
were required to perform individually.   Each subject was taken to the 

'Reference 7. 
'Routes included natural obstacles (not evident from pre li mi nan map study of the route) 

and simulated mineiields, which required the subject lu detour from a planned course. 



starting point of a route and given  a briefing on the specific  mission 
and on the terrain over which he would navigate.   He was supplied with 
a lensatic compass, a map, a pace cord (string used in tallying paces), 
and a route card listing azimuths, distances, and checkpoints for indi- 
vidual sections of the route.   To succeed, the soldier had to arrive at 
the objective within the specified time limit.   Although his route card 
and map were marked to suggest a route, the soldier was told that, to 
reach the objective, he could follow any route he wished. 

At  the  beginning of the  test,  each subject was   randomly 
assigned  to a specific observer, who accompanied the subject during 
the test to obtain detailed  information on deficiencies that might be 
remedied  in training.   The observer avoided influencing the behavior 
of the subject in any way.   He merely recorded, on a checklist, signifi- 
cant navigational activities as they occurred.    When the exercise was 
completed, the observer interviewed his subiect obout aspects of that 
subject's performance on the course. 

Component Navigational Skills 

To obtain a better understanding of the navigational process 
and a more specific evaluation of subject capabilities,   an operational 
analysis was made of land navigation activities.  The experience of staff 
members working on Tasks  PATROL and RIFLEMAN has  suggested 
that there  are  seven basic  navigational skills:    (1)  compass usage, 
(2)  accurate  pacing,  (3) checkpoint  recognition,   (4)  map orientation, 
(5)  azimuth determination,   (6)   position location,  and  (7)   map distance 
measurement.   An achievement test was devised assessing proficiency 
in each  skill  in order to obtain  more detailed information about 
possible training deficiencies. 

Results of Assessing Navigational Proficiency 

Observations made during the test of navigation over unfamiliar 
terrain produced a great  deal  of diagnostic  information  that guided 
subsequent development of the training program.    In addition, the test 
yielded   a baseline performance figure with which performance of the 
subsequent experimental group could be compared.   On the easy routes 
55% of the 20 subjects reached the objective; on the moderate routes 45% 
of the subjects reached the objective.   Only one man out of 20 (5%) suc- 
ceeded in meeting the performance requirement on the difficult routes. 
The low proficiency level on routes classed as difficult clearly demon- 
strated that an ALN program was needed to teach methods for use in 
navigating difficult, unfamiliar terrain. 

lKs previously notrd. the values of the physical factors of the moderate routes were about 
midwav between the values of those of tho easy and difficult routes.   Since performance on the 
moderate routes was quite close to that on the  eas\  routes,  it appears  that navigational diffi- 
culty is not directly reloted to the physical factors.   Rather, the relationships between increasing 
values of the physical terrain factors and navigational difficulty  seem to be  curvilinear- 
navigational difficulty increases little when the values of the physical factors are moderate, but 
appreciably when the values arc high. 



Additional diagnostic information was provided by the results of 
the individual skills test.   Deficiencies were evident in performance in 
map orientation, position location, azimuth determination, map distance 
measurement,  and checkpoint recognition.    Thus, weaknesses are 
rather general throughout the range of basic navigational skills. 

There proved to be no significant relationships between performance 
on the achievement tests, where skills were assessed individually, and 
performance on the routes, where a combination of skills had to be 
applied (see Table 26).   A similar lack of relationships was evident in 
another analysis in   which men with a generally good pattern of per- 
formance on the skills test were contrasted with those having a gener- 
ally poor pattern.   Men who had passed three or more skill tests  did 
not perform significantly better on the routes than men who had passed 
fewer than three tests.   The results of these analyses on the relation- 
ships between integrated route performance and component skills suggest 
that (1) in an ALN program, emphasis should be placed on practicing 
navigation in the operational setting rather than on training in individual, 
isolated skills, and (2) capability in land navigation should be tested 
only as an integrated performance in an operational setting. 
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THE ADVANCED LAND NAVIGATION TRAINING PROGRAM 

Development of Training Content 

General Procedure 

Content for the ALN program was collected from many military 
sources, including field manuals, technical manuals, expert opinion 
(such as suggestions from the Map Reading Committee and the Ranger 

*Kor the easy and moderate routes, chi-aquore tests »sere used tu evaluate the relationships; 

the splits were made at the median for the individual tests.   Because of the low proficiency 
(5%). such analysis could not be performed for the difficult route. 



Department of the Infantry School), and civilian literature.   Results of 
research previously conducted by the Infantry Unit and the U.S. Army 
Armor Human Research Unit at Fort Knox, Kentucky, were applied in 
many aspects of the course. 

All the techniques of navigation developed or adapted for the 
ALN program were specifically designed for use over difficult terrain. 
The program was evaluated only on routes classed as difficult under 
the system shown in Table 1. 

While developing a course of instruction, specific questions 
arose concerning navigational techniques.   When past research did not 
provide answers and when it appeared that more complete information 
would contribute significantly to the quality and effectiveness of the ALN 
training program, experimental studies were conducted for guidance in 
training content. 

The material finally selected for the   course  is descri in 
the next section of the   report.    In the remainder of this secti       are 
the  results of the  more pertinent experiments conducted to provide 
effective training for ALN. 

Compass Techniques 

The major direction finder used by  the infantryman is the 
standard Army lensatic compass.   Observation of the diagnostic base- 
line group indicated that the customary methods of holding a compass 
seemed to be cumbersome and tedious.   Because use of the compass to 
maintain direction is a critical element in dead reckoning (one of the 
two major navigational processes), several experiments were con- 
ducted to find ways io improve compass training. 

In the  BCT cycle,  two methods of using the compass are 
taught —BLN Day, in which the navigator holds the compass at eye level 
with the front cover up; and BLN Night, in which he holds the compass 
at eye level with the front cover down.    A third,  well-known method, 
the Center-Hold,  in which the navigator holds the compass halfway 
between his belt and his chin with the front cover down, is not ordinar- 
ily taught in basic training, because it is assumed to be less accurate 
than the other two techniques. 

The first training content experiment tested this assumption, 
for if the accuracy of the Center-Hold method was comparable to that 
of the other two techniques,  the Center-Hold  would be favorable  for 
ALN  training because   of its  other advantages.    With this  method 
the compass: 

(1) can be used after a shorter period of instruction; 
(2) is faster to use while navigating; 
(3) is easier to use, the number of steps required for 

efficient operation being reduced from seven to two; 
(4) can be used under all conditions of visibility; 
(5) can be used when navigating over all kinds of terrain; 

'A morr complete (iescription of the studies tonduited b\  the Infiinln  I nit during develop- 
ment of this program is contained in u research memorandum (Reference <»). 



(6)  can be used without laying down the rifle or removing 
the helmet.8 

In the experiment subjects were first tested on a stationary 
sighting course.    They were then required, in both daylight and dark- 
ness, to navigate from point to point over unfamiliar terrain using a 
specified compass technique.   All subjects tested each technique  and 
traversed each route. 

There proved to be no difference in the accuracies of the three 
methods when they were used on the stationary course; here the average 
error was less than 1.5° for all methods.   When the methods were used 
in navigation, however, th( Center-Hold method, both in the day and at 
night scored more "hits" on the "target" than did the other two methods 
(see Table 3).    This difference approached the  .05 level of statistical 
significance for daylight performance and was significant at better than 
the .05 level after dark. 

Table 3 

Navigational Accuracy for Thro« Cot mpass-Using Methods 

Compass 
Technique 

Day Night 

Correct 
Hits« 

Mean Missb 

(Meters) 
SD 

Correct 
Hits« 

Mean Mi8sb 

(Meters) SD 

Bi.N Day 19 12.8 4.6 6 35.2 23.5 

BKN Night 24 12.9 5.5 5 31.9 22 9 

Center-Hold 29 12.6 4.5 14 27.3 19.1 

Within 5 meter» (left or right) of target center on a 200-meier course.   Number of hits 
possible for each technique—48 (3 trials for 18 subjects). 

Average distance from target center; includes performances scored us hits. 

These promising results led to further study of the Center- 
Hold method; its performance was tested under very difficult terrain 
and route conditions. Because of the extreme environmental circum- 
stances imposed upon the navigators, it was decided that 50% correct 
hits would be adequate in testing the Center-Hold method. Both in the 
day and at night the number of hits the subjects actually scored 
exceeded 50% (see Table 4). 

In view of the  results of the experiment, the Center-Hold 
method of using the compass was adopted in the ALN program. 

Pacing Measurement 

While developing a training method for estimating distances 
traveled,  several questions about pacing arose  and were answered 

'This point was established in a study of the reaction of the magnetic field of the lensalic 
compass to various pieces of metal equipment.   While a distance of one meter from all hand-held 
weapons and pieces of equipment tested was found to be adequate to avoid possible effect on 
compass accuracy, a navigator can, by using the Center-Hold method, maintain compass accurac\ 
without taking off his helmet, or laying down his rifle if the weapon is slung well buck over 
his shoulder. 
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Table 4 

Navigational Accuracy for th« 
C«nt«r-Hold Method on Difficult Coursoi 

Corri'ci Mils" 
C-r) 

Mcun Miss 
(Meters) 

SI) 

Day 

Nighi 

60 

r),r> 
12.4 

20. f) 

6.6 

12.2 

wilhin 10 Inders (Irft or rijihl) •>( turgt-i irnli'r on u 
TOO-melor cnurtic. 

through experiments.    A navigator,  to  compute  the distance he has 
traveled, must first have established the length of his pace by count- 
ing his paces over a standard distance.   Then he can count the number 
of paces he  takes on a segment of the training route and convert this 
count into meters. 

Because it seemed probable that the length of an individual's 
pace would  tend to vary over distance,   a study was conducted  to see 
how long a pacing course should be  to enable  a navigator to  obtain 
an accurate  measure of his normal pace count.    As common practice 
was to take  an  individual's pace count   for a distance of 100  meters, 
this distance was used  for each  segment of a  1600-meter course. 
Subjects paced the entire distance, recording their count at the end of 
each segment but  restarting the count only at the halfway mark.    The 
results indicate that   an individual's normal  pace count can be  more 
precisely calculated if the total count is taken for a distance of at least 
600 meters, since an individual's later pacing is more stable.    Restart- 
ing appears,  in effect, to reinstate early irregularity.    Therefore, the 
600-meter distance was adopted for the pacing course in ALN training. 

Another question about  pacing  was whether an individual's 
pace count would be affected by radical changes in topographical relief 
or by differences  in  amount of illumination.    On the Fort  Benning 
reservation an 800-meter pacing course was  built on a flat dirt  niad 
clear of any vegetation.    Another course of the same length was  built 
on a gently rolling area with a few trees.   Subjects paced each course 
once during  daylight  and once during darkness.   On the  two  courses 
a subject's pace count did not differ more  than 3%,  either at  night 
or during the day.   Because such small differences would not be likely 
to have any practical effect on land navigation,   it would seem that a 
navigator can use  his  normal pace  count  for estimating distances, 
even though   illumination and terrain conditions vary.    Only  local, 
extreme changes  in  relief might  require  him to make on-the-spot 
adjustments in his pace count. 

In case the flat dirt road and the gently rolling area were not 
different enough to reveal a statistical difference in pace count, three 
kinds of terrain that   satisfied the easy —moderate —difficult  require- 
ments illustrated by Tabl^ 1  were  chosen to further test stability of 

'So that the subject wouU not In to equate his pace with reguLirlx oicuirinp di\ision» 
between segments of the route, luilural illuson effects were used to make spaiinji appear unequal. 
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pace count.   Pacing lanes were established and infantrymen, using the 
same procedures as in the first test,  determined their pace counts. 
Over the three kinds of terrain no significant differences in the individ- 
ual counts appeared.    Therefore, a trainee in the ALN program uses 
only one pacing standard for most navigational conditions.10 

Detouring Techniques 

Detours, which most navigators find difficult to make, occur 
frequently in unknown terrain. Natural obstacles such as swamps or 
dense vegetation, or military obstacles such as minefields will block 
a navigator's forward motion and force him off his base course. He 
must then have a technique for making accurate corrections in order 
to return to the route azimuth. 

With the frequently used "box" technique, the navigator must 
make four accurate 90°    turns that move him off his course,  around 
the obstacle, and back on his course.   Inaccuracies resulting from this 
maneuver appear to be due to errors made in the detour turns. Several 
experiments were, therefore, conducted to study methods of turning. 

Trainees are usually taught to do parade-ground facing move- 
ments in order to make 90° turns.   Undercurrent doctrine a maximum of 
+ 5°   is the allowable deviation from 90°.    Subjects were tested to deter- 
mine the merits of this turning method.    In daylight only ZS^o of the 
subjects successfully met the conditions of the test; at night only 26% 
of the subjects did so (see Figure l).u   The facing-movement method 
of making 90°   turns was, therefore, rejected for the ALN course. 

Another method of making a 90J   turn was then designed and 
evaluated.   The navigator had to hold the standard lensatic compass in 
his hand and align the sighting wire parallel with his feet.   He next had 
to turn one foot at a right angle to the other and check this alignment by 
referring to the compass dial.   Then he had to move the other foot par- 
allel to the firs* and read his detour azimuth from the compass. Of the 
subjects testing this method, 68% were able to turn successfully within 
the allowable deviation of +5°.     But while the foot-compass method of 
making right-angle turns was superior to the previously described fac- 
ing method, certain environmental conditions, such as dense vegetation, 
might limit its usefulness. 

A third technique was, therefore, investigated, that of counting 
the tick marks on the face of the lensatic  compass  (where each mark 
represents  5°)  to determine a 90'   angle for a detour azimuth.    Using 
this technique, Sl^o of the subjects turned successfully within the allow- 
able deviation of -»-S3.    The compass-counting method is also limited, 
however, because it cannot be used at night without a light. 

It was concluded  fron: the experiments  that to enable a 
navigator to choose the most appropriate method for the environmental 

"Training time Mould ht s«\ed if a subject did not have to determine his c«n normal pace 
count but could be assigned it somcho».   Another experiment was conducted to see whether the 
length of a man's pace could be inferred from his height.   But no significant relationships were 
found between the height of a subject and his normal pace count. 

"Probablv. the feedback supplied bv the performance of others duringclose-order drill ensures 
more accuracy in making turns than that demonstrated here when individual turning was tested. 
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Accuracy of Dttouring Techniques Using 90° Turns 
{with T5   allowable deviation) 
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Figure 1 

conditions he faces, a variety of detounng techniques must be included 
in his training. (Some methods were considered too technical for ALN 
training purposes.) 

Map-Reading Skills 

In map-terrain association the navigator guides his movements 
with the aid of a topographic map or map substitute.   This method does 
not require the navigator to keep constant account of his distance and 
direction as he does in the other major navigational method, the dead- 
reckoning process. 

A survey11 conducted by the Armor Unit had indicated that an 
infantry squad member needs to know only a few basic map-reading 

''Reference 1. 
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skills.   An analysis, in Task RIFLEMAN, of the BCT and the infantry 
AIT proficiency tests also revealed that the number of basic map skills 
assessed in these tests is small. 

On the basis of this previous research, six map-reading skills 
were specified as appropriate for AIT and are included in the content 
of the ALN program.   These skills are (1) determination of grid coor- 
dinates,   (2)   recognition of topographic  symbols,   (3) contour  inter- 
pretation,   (4) map distance measurement. (5) map orientation, and (6) 
determination of azimuths. 

Earlier  research experience13 had indicated  that the most 
difficult subject for presentation and assimilation during map-reading 
training is the concept of contour interpretation.    There are several 
reasons for the difficulty, but apparently the basic problem is that the 
map reader must visualize a three-dimensional scene when confronted 
with a two-dimensional piece of paper.14 

The procedure for teaching contour interpretation in the ALN 
program is to present the trainee with two-dimensional and three- 
dimensional maps of the same area at the same time, in order to help 
him visualize the actual terrain. An Army Map Service demonstration 
device,,s which represents the same piece of hypothetical terrain on a 
standard map, a contour layer model, and a three-dimensional relief 
map  (see Figure 2).   is used as a training aid for this portion of the 

Contour Intorprotation Training Aid 

IK M,N1\«'.   M.K*l. 

'^S 
V, 

%. 

Plastic   R«li«f Mod«! Training Map. 

Army Map S«rvic« 

Figure 2 

"Reference 9. 
1*See Reference 5 for guidance in this area. 

"Plastic Relief Model Training Map lOO-VIQ, I .S   \rtnv Map Service, Corps of Kngineers. 
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instruction.   The  trainee is able to develop a realistic picture of the 
configuration of the earth from contour lines, within a relatively short 
period,  by  making numerous comparisons of the  different  types of 
terrain contained in this small plastic training aid. 

The procedure for teaching contour interpretation in the ALN 
course also includes the use of five primary terrain features selected 
as a simplified method of describing land. The five categories —hilltop, 
ridge, saddle, valley, and depression —give students a standardized 
vocabulary with which to communicate. The Map Reading Committee 
at the Infantry School16 teaches this method of land description, which, 
however, is not used Army-wide in current infantry AIT courses. 

Description of the Program 

Methods of Land Navigation 

No single method of land navigation is stressed in the ALX 
course, because all known navigational methods have their limitations, 
depending on type of terrain, type of weather, amount of illumination, 
and amount and accuracy of map coverage. The soldier, therefore, 
practices several navigational techniques in he course, so that he can 
choose the right procedure or combination of procedures to use when 
facing different environmental conditions. 

Little time  is   alloted to the  practice of isolated,   individual 
navigational skills,  because  the diagnostic baseline  study  indicated 
that navigators  need to integrate their  individual navigational  skills in 
the operational setting.    Therefore, 50-^ of the ALN program is assigned 
to the practice of route navigation. 

Sequence of Instruction 

The   first   three   periods of the ALN   course  are  devoted  to 
classroom   instruction   in  various  aspects of navigational information 
and techniques.   One period in the field is used to establish pace counts 
and  demonstrate  detouring.   the  other two periods are  used   for prac- 
tical navigational exercises. 

In general, the sequence of events in the course is planned to 
proceed from the simple to the complex—the less demanding night 
navigational exercise is presented before the day exercise.   At night 
poor  visibility   makes some aspects  of navigation difficult,  but over- 
all navigation  as  practiced  in the  ALN  program  is simpler because 
some   of the   skills  are not   required.    At  night   the  trainees  travel in 
pairs and use no map. depending on dead reckoning exclusively. 

During  the   more   complex  day  exercise,   the distance   *o be 
covered is greater than in the night exercise, each trainee is required 
to navigate individually, and uses a map »o that he can practice the more 
sophisticated technique of map-terrain association. 

Reierence i 
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Prototype Program of Instruction 

The experimental course was  prepared as  a program  of 
instruction in ALN.  designed to be given in infantry AIT (MOSs 111 
and 112).   Since the time allocated for teaching any one subject in both 
BCT and AIT is limited, specific techniques (such as the Center-Hold 
compass method) and general subject matter (such as the isolation of 
six basic map-reading skills) were chosen that would fit well into a 
realistic time limit.   The subject matter finally decided upon yielded 
a 10-hour course. 

The subject matter contained in the prototype course is listed 
below.   A more detailed outline of the course is given in Appendix A. 

Period Subject 

One Center-Hold Technique of Using Compass 
(1 hr.) Selection of Steering Marks 

Use of Skills to Report Information 

Two Grid Coordinates 
(2 hr.) Topographic Symbols 

Contour Interpretation 
Map Distance Measurement 
Map Orientation 
Determining Azimuths 

Three Checkpoint Recognition 
(1 hr.) Geographical Orientation 

Sun-Stick-Shadow Method of 
Determining Direction 

A Review of Methods of Land Navigation 

Four Detouring Obstacles 
(1 hr.) Distance Determination 

Five (2 hr.) Night Navigational Exercise 

Six (3 hr.) Day Navigational Exercise 

An Instructor's Guide17 was prepared, which includes general 
guidance for administering the program, lesson plans for the six class 
periods; and copies of the training aids, handouts and slides used during 
the classroom sessions.   Part I of the Guide, describing the adminis- 
tration of the course, is reproduced as Appendix B of this report. 

EVALUATION OF THE ADVANCED LAND NAVIGATION PROGRAM 

Procedure 

Ten noncommissioned officers with previous experience in teaching 
lafld navigation  were obtained  from various  continental  United  States 

''Reference 8. 
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Army training centers to serve as instructors during the evaluation of 
the ALN program.    These 10 instructors were then trained by the staff 
of RIFLEMAN V   to present and administer the ALN program.  Six of 
them were made Principal Instructors and served in that capacity for 
specific periods of the course. 

Th«     structors trained an experimental group of trainees composed 
of 100 enlisted men obtained from various units at Fort Benning.   After 
being trained in the ALN course, these enlisted men were required to 
navigate over some of the same difficult routes the soldiers in the diag- 
nostic baseline group had navigated. 

During the  evaluation of the  ALN   program,   the equipment  and 
information supplied to the experimental  group and the  standards and 
procedures required of them were the same as had been required of the 
baseline group.   However, the subjects of the experimental group were 
not accompanied  by observers,  as were the  subjects  of the diagnostic 
baseline group. 

Results 

Both day and night land navigational performances were evaluated in 
the ALN  program.    During the  day,  when  individual  navigation  was 
required, 50% of the 50 navigators tested reached their objective within 
the time limit.   At night, under varying amounts of illumination,  "b-'o of 
the 25 two-man teams met the prescribed navigational requirement. 

Discussion 

Comparing  the daytime  performance of the experimental  trainees 
with the data obtained from the diagnostic baseline group,  only one of 
the 20  subjects   (S^o)  in the diagnostic   group was able  to meet   navi- 
gational requirements on the test routes, while 5üro of the experimental 
group trained in the ALN program performed successfully. 

In night tests, when illumination ranged from complete darkness to 
full moonlight,   76% of the two-man teams  in the ALN  program  met 
navigational requirements.   This gives an indication of training effec- 
tiveness under such conditions. 

The results of the evaluation demonstrate that enlisted personnel 
trained in the ALN program of instruction learn techniques that enable 
them to navigate accurately over difficult, unfamiliar terrain under all 
conditions of visibility. 
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Appendix A 

OUTLINE OF ADVANCED LAND NAVIGATION PROGRAM 

PERIOD ONE-REVIEW OF DEAD RECKONING (50 min.) 
1. Introduction and Purpose 
2. Training Goals 
3. Description and Practice of the Line-Over-Arrow, 

Center-Hold Technique 
4. Selection and I'se of Steering Marks 
5. Use of Land Navigation Skills To 

Report Information 
6. Summary 
7. Instructions for Worksheet 
8. Questions and Answers 

PERIOD TWO-BASIC SKILLS IN 
MAP INTERPRETATION (100 min.) 

SECTION I.   Introduction (3 min.) 
1. What is Map Reading? 
2. The Importance of Map Reading 
3. The Relationship Between Map and Ground 
4. Map Information 

SECTION II.   Grid Coordinates (10 min.) 
1. What is a Grid System? 
2. How Does the Grid System Work? 
3. Practical Exercise 

SECTION III.   Topographic Symbols (10 min.) 
1. Introduction 
2. Explanation of Symbols 
3. Practical Exercise 
4. Summary 

SECTION IV.   Contour Interpi etation (27 min.) 
1. Introduction 
2. What is Contour Interpretation? 
3. How Contour Lines Represent Rise and Fall 

of the Land 
4. Contour Interval 
5. What are Index Lines0 

6. How Can the Slope of the Land Be Recognized? 
7. How Can Contour Maps Help the Recognition of 

Five Primary Terrain Features? 
5».   Practical Exercise 
9. Summarv 
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SECTION V.   Map Distance Measurement (15 min.) 
1. Introduction 
2. Ways To Measure Distance on a Map 
3. Practical Exercise 

SECTION VI.   Map Orientation (20 min.) 
1. Introduction 
2. Orientation of the Map With the Compass 
3. Orientation by Inspection 
4. Practical Exercise 
5. Summary 

SECTION VII.   Determining Azimuths (15 min.) 
1. Introduction 
2. Determining the Azimuth Between Points on 

the Map 
3. Practical Exercise 
4. Summary 

PERIOD THREE-BASIC SKILLS IN MAP 
INTERPRETATION (CONCLUDED) (50 min.) 

SECTION I.   Checkpoint Recognition (20 min.) 
1. Introduction 
2. Checkpoints 
3. General Discussion 
4. Use of Checkpoints 
5. Practical Exercise 

SECTION II.   Geographical Orientation (15 min.) 
1. Introduction 
2. Geographical Orientation 
3. Summary 

SECTION III.   Sun-Stick-Shadow Method of 
Determining Direction (5 min.) 

1. Introduction 
2. Method 

SECTION IV.   A Review of Methods of 
Land Navigation (10 min.) 

1. Introduction 
2. Route Planning 
3. Dead Reckoning 
4. Map-Terrain Association 
5. Summary 

PERIOD FOUR-DETOURING OBSTACLES AND 
DISTANCE DETERMINATION (60 min.) 

SECTION I.   Detouring Obstacles (30 min.) 
1. How to Detour Obstacles 
2. Detours With More Than Two Lateral Legs 
3. Summary 
4. Practical Exercise in Facing and Determining 

Azimuths for Detouring 
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SECTION II.   Distance Determination (30 min.) 
1. Introduction 
2. Determining the Individual Pace Count 

PERIOD FIVE-NIGHT NAVIGATIONAL EXERCISE (120 min.) 
1. Review of Navigational Procedures 
2. Rules for the Navigational Exercise 
3. Practical Exercise 

PERIOD SIX-DAY NAVIGATIONAL EXERCISE (ISO min.) 
1. Review of Navigational Procedures 
2. Rules for the Navigational Exercise 
3. Practical Exercise 
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Appendix B 

Part I of 

INSTRUCTORS GUIDE, ADVANCED LAND NAVIGATION: 
A PROTOTYPE COURSE 

Administration of Advanced Land Navigation Program 

Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

This Guide is intended to acquaint the instructor with the basic 
concepts and principles of the Advanced Land Navigation (ALN) Program. 
It is to be used in conjunction with the Lesson Plans included in Part II 
of this volume. It is hoped that the majority of questions that will arise 
during the implementation of the Program are answered in this Guide. 
Before giving an Advanced Land Navigation class, an instructor should 
read this Guide carefully in order to avoid errors in the interpretation 
of the instructional material. 

The Program is divided into six periods.  Anoutlineof these periods 
is shown in Table I. 

Table I 

Outline of the ALN Program 

Pfnod Till* 
Tune 

! Hours, 

One Revirvk of Dead RrcLoning I 
Two Rdsic Skills in Map Interpretation 2 
Three Basic Skills in Map Interpretation 1 
Four Detouring Obstacles and Distance Determination 1 
Five Night V:. .^.monal Exercise 2 
Six Dav Max Rational Exercise 3 

PURPOSE OF THE PROGRAM 

This Program  was designed to b«.   given in  Infantry Advanced 
Individual Training  (ATP 7-lt>).  It  is  aimed  at the   Light  Weapons 
Infantryman (MOS 111). E-2 to E-4 in grade, who will be a member of 
a rifle company.   A trainee who successfully passes this Program of 
Instruction should be able to navigate  alone  or in  groups over most 
types of rough terrain, under all conditions of visibility, for distances 
of at least 3 kilometers (km.), and arrive at an objective that is no more 
than 50 meters (m.) in width. 



SIZE OF CLASS 

This Program was designed for teaching ALN to a class of 150 to 
225 students in 10 hr.   Classes that are larger than this can also be 
trained in this Program, but more time will be required to conduct the 
field training. 

NUMBER OF CADRE 

During the classroom part of the Program  (Periods One through 
Three), one  principal instructor  (PI)  is  required.    The number of 
assistant instructors (AI) required will depend upon the size of the class, 
but it is suggested that there should be at least one assistant instructor 
for every 40 students. 

One principal  instructor and  five assistant instructors will be 
required in Period Four, and two principal instructors and six assist- 
ant instructors will be  needed in both Periods   Five  and  Six.    Thus, 
eight cadremen will be the maximum required for any period. 

PRESENTATION OF THE PROGRAM 

The Lesson Plans for the six periods are closely timed; however, 
if the principal instructor feels that he has an amusing story that will 
add to a teaching point, he may insert this type material, but he should 
always  remain aware of the time   limit   imposed upon each period. 

Perhaps the  principal instructor will find  that he presents  the 
various teaching points  in slightly different  language than its written 
form    in the Lesson Plans.    This is quite  acceptable,  but it should be 
clearly understood  that no deletions of basic concepts should be made. 

This Program has been designed so that material that is presented 
in the early periods serves as a basis for the learning that takes place 
in the  later periods.   Therefore,   there  should  be no deviation  from 
the sequence of presentation,  either  in the  periods themselves  or  in 
material within the periods. 

Chapter 2 

INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS 

SLIDES 

Colored slides are introduced in appropriate places in Periods One, 
Two. and Three to facilitate the teaching of specific points.   There are 
21  slides for  Period One,   19 slides for   Period  Two,   and 6 slides for 
Period Three. 

Reproductions of all slides are located in the Annex for the instruc- 
tor's reference.   The slides themselves are items of issue. 
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COMPASSES 

Each  student is furnished a lensatic  compass for use in Periods 
One,  Two,   Four,  Five,  and  Six.    Prior to issue, each compass should 
be checked  for accuracy and preset for line-over-arrow  use on the 
first azimuth prescribed in Period One. 

Instructions have been  written for the new  standard  lensatic 
compass.   This compass shows all degree markings in red, as they 
appear on the slides accompanying the Lesson Plans.   In units where 
the older compass, with all dial markings in black, is still in use, the 
instructor must modify the Lesson Plans accordingly. 

It is important  that compasses given to trainees  are   serviceable. 
The following is an outline of the  procedure for determining the serv- 
iceability of compasses. 

1. Visual Inspection for Missing Parts 
a. All the compasses should first be opened to  see that  the 

cover glass is not broken, clouded, or cracked. 
b. The front cover should be inspected to see that the sight wire 

is not missing or bent. 
c. The eyepiece  should be placed flat against the cover glass. 

The index line on  the cover glass should bisect the sight 
slot.   Then, with the compass closed, it should be noted that 
the sight wire  also bisects the  sight  slot.    This procedure 
will ensure that the eyepiece u not bent. 

2. Inspection for Accuracy 
a. Select an outdoor area  free from the influence  of metal or 

powerlines.  where  a working distance of  100  to  150  ft., 
cleared of obstructions  to the line of sight, is   available. 

b. At the inspection point,   build a wooden p'-^tform  upon which 
the compass may rest during the inspection.    Set a 4  x 4-in. 
timber firmly in the  ground with a 6 x 6-in. board fastened 
to the top (below eye level) with wooden dowels.   Nails (metal) 
must not be used in the platform. 

c. Establish an aiming stake 100 to 150 ft. away in a direction 
coinciding with any one of the 5:, tick marks appearing on the 
compass dial. The exact location of the stake may be estab- 
lished by use of an aiming circle, an engineer transit, or, in 
the absence of either of these, a compass selected from 
among several that appear to agree exactly. 

d. Trace the outline of the compass on the sighting platform so 
that each compass can thereafter be positioneu quickly. 

e. A compass to be  inspected is positioned and sighted on the 
aiming stake, and then the dial  is  read.    If the compass 
deviates  more  than  2°  in either direction,   it should not  be 
issued to students. 

3. Inspection for Night Clarity 
a. All compasses to be inspected should be opened and exposed 

to either natural or artificial light for at least 60 sec. prior 
to inspection. 



b.   After the  inspector has  adapted himself  to darkness for 
one-half hour, he should read the dial of each compass.  Also, 
he should align the luminous line and the luminous arrow. 
Compasses which are difficult to read because of poor lumi- 
nosity should not be issued to students. 

Normal eyesight is essential, of course, if the inspector is to make 
accurate  decisions.    After  learning to read the compass,  students 
should be directed to present for inspection any compass that may be 
read only with great difficulty.    Again the question of visual acuity 
versus the defective compass must be answered. 

THE  BACK AZIMUTH AND  DE TOURING  TRAINING AID 

A  Back Azimuth and  Detounng Training Aid  is to  be provided 
for each   student  in Period One.    It is  reproduced  in  Figure  11 
[shown here], Period One of the Lesson Plan.   Plastic replicas of this 
Training Aid should be standard issue for the ALN Program, however, 
if they are not available, the instructor must construct Training Aids 
for the students from Figure 11. 

The  Training Aid is  first  introduced  in conjunctior   with the 
illustration of steering marks in Period One.   The instructjr should 
fully demonstrate its use at this point. 

The Training Aid is to be used as a help in learning what procedures 
are  necessary to compute  the  various azimuth changes.    It should be 
stressed that this is a training aid only and will not be availab.e to the 
Infantryman when actual navigation is demanded. 

WORKSHEET 

A drawing of the 360-part of the compass dial, showingonly the north 
arrow and a series of short tick marks, is given each student in Period 
One.    He is to reproduce,   using the Training Aid, the marking system 
used on the compass dial,   and return the worksheet at  the next c.ass. 

MAPS 

There are two types of maps introduced in  Period Two.   The first 
type of  map is a standard  topographic  map having a scale of 1:50,000. 
This particular scale is  now the standard scale for tactical use at the 
level of the rifle company.    Therefore,  in the ALN Program, all topo- 
graphic maps used by the trainees, both in the classroom and the field, 
should have a scale of 1:50,000. 

It is understood that  the decimation diagram on maps is currently 
undergoing revision.    It is suggested that the  margin of the map sheet 
that  is  used in training  be  consulted for  an explanation of how the 
magnetic declination is computed and presented forthat particular map. 

As will be seen,  the   Lesson Plans  were written for the Columbus, 
Georgia,   map  sheets   (Sheet  404?   IV,  Series   VT45,   Edition 3-AMS). 
This is  because  all experimental work for the   Program took place 
at Fort   Bennmg, Georgia.    If the   local conditions  are   such that the 
Columbus  sheets  are unavailable,  or if their use  is  not desired,  the 
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Lesson Plans can be easily adapted to use any standard topographic 
map sheet. If other map sheets are us^d, appropriate changes must be 
made in the Lesson Plans. 

The second type of map is a special plastic training map that will 
be available for issue. A map of this kind absolutely must be used 
when the material in Period Two is presented. In our research, we 
used map 100549, printed by Army Map Service, Corps of Engineers. 

HANDOUTS 

Period  Two.    A  handout.  "Measuring  Distance Along a Curved 
Road," is given each student on which he must find the distance between 
two points on a curved road.   This handout is to be used in conjunction 
with the   Practical   Exercise  in  Section V.    A  copy of this  handout   is 
attached to Section V, Period Two, of the Lesson Plan. 

Period Four.   A handout,   "Detouring Major Obstacles of Unknown 
Dimensions," is given each student in Section I for use in learning how 
to detour large obstacles.   A copy of this handout is attached to Section I. 
Period Four, of the Lesson Plan. 

PACE CORDS 

One pace cord is provided for each student for use in Periods 
Four, Five, and Six. Pace cords should be approximately 5 mm. in 
diameter and 70 cm. long. 

RECORD CARDS, DISTANCE DETERMINATION COURSE 

One Record Card is to be provided for each student for use in 
Section II (Distance Determination) of Period Four. One side of the 
Record Card is to be used by trainees and instructors in determining 
standard pace count. The reverse side of the Record Card contains 
instructions for the student pertaining to the Distance Determination 
Course. The Record Card is shown in Figures 12 and 13 of Period 
Four of the Lesson Plan. Reproductions of Record Cards for trainees 
are to be made from these Figures. 

Prior to class, the instructor should enter a start stake number on 
each  Record Card.    Assignment to  the   1> start stakes is to be evenly 
distributed  among the  trainees.    Each  trainee  puts his name  on his 
Record Card. 

As each  student  completes  the  Distance   Determination Course, 
instructors will determine (by reference to the Pace Count Conversion 
Card)  the  standard pace  count  for each student   and will complete  the 
appropriate portion of his Record Card. 

PACE COUNT CONVERSION CARD 

One Pace Count Conversion Card (Fig. 14) will be provided for the 
PI and one for each AI for use in Section II (Distance Determination) of 
Period Four.   To determine astudent's standard pace count, instructors 
will read the  total  number of paces  entered  on the trainee's Record 
Card in the space marked  "E to SS,"  find the 600-m.  range into which 
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the total  falls,   and  use the  data on   the  Conversion Card  to  fill  the 
appropriate portion of the trainee's Record Card. 

The Conversion Data can be typed on  a 2 1/2  x  3-in.   card  and 
covered in clear plastic for protection against wear  and weather.    It 
will be necessary to use both sides of the card. 

CENTER CIRCLE STEERING MARK 

Instructional aids used in the  Distance  Determination  Section will 
be affixed to  the center circle  steering mark during the  briefing of 
students in  Period  Four.    These aids  should be attached to the center 
circle  steering mark in a manner that will  allow quick  removal after 
the briefing.   The aids sind their postions on the center pole are shown 
in Figure 5. 

Steering Mark Panels 

Two of the white steering mark  panels,  like the ones used on the 
actual course,   will be affixed  to the  center pole for demonstration. 
One will be marked  in red letters and numbers,  as the panels appear 
in odd-numbered  lanes;  and one  will be  marked in black letters  and 
numbers, as the panels appear in even-numbered lanes. 

Intermediate Markers 

Two of the intermediate markers like the ones used on the actual 
course will be  affixed to the center  pole   for demonstration.    These 
markers,   white  with diagonal stripes,   will also be  marked,  one 
in black and one  in  red, to demonstrate  their use  in odd- and even- 
numbered  lanes. 

Blown-Up Record Card 

The enlarged top portion of a Record Card will be attached to the 
center pole above the other aids. Figures should be entered on this 
aid to emphasize the necessity for maintaining a continuous count over 
the assigned lane. 

This card should measure 3 1/2x4 ft. for a class of 200 men. It 
should be made from heavy card stock and covered in clei..' plastic for 
protection against wear and weather. The blown-up Record Card is 
shown in Figure 6. 

ROUTE CARDS 

One  Route  Card will be provided for each student in  Period Five. 
A sample  Route  Card,  Figure 15  [shown here],  is  attached  to  Period 
Five of the Lesson Plan. 

FLASHUGHTS 

One flashlight with a red filter will be provided for each pair of 
students in Period Five (Night Navigational Exercise). 
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ROUTE. 7 
Degrees    Meters Check Point 

LEG1 2 65     475 m STREAM 

LEG 2 300      600 ROAD 

LEG 3 Z5£      4-00 OBJECTIVE 

Figure 15    Sample Rout« Card for  Night Navigational Exercise 

COMBINATION   MAP  AND  ROUTE  CARDS 

One  Combination   Map and   Route   Card   will be   provided   for  each 
student  in  Period  Six  (Day Navigational  Exercise).    A  sample  Com- 
bination   Map and   Route Card,   Figure   lb, is attached to   Pt-nod Six of 
the   Lesson Plan.    Tins was printed at the   Third  Army  Field   Printing 
Plant at   Fort   Benrung,  Georgia.    It is suggested that,   if these are not 
available   locally,   an  excellent   substitute  can be  made   by cutting  the 
appropriate area out of a standard  topographic map and pasting it on a 
route card.    These cards can be encased in acetate   and   reused  manv 
times   so that   it   is   not  necessary to   use   a  new set  of  maps   for  each: 
training companv. 

Chapter 3 

COURSE CONSTRUCTION 

Detailed notes are presented m this chapter for the construction of 
field facilities.   It is important that the Distance Determination Course, 
the  Night   Navigational Course,   „nd  the   Day   Navigational  Course  be 
proper.;,  constructed to ensure that   the  purpose of the  Advanced   Land 
Navigation Program is accomplished. 

DISTANCE   DETERMINATION   COURSE 

The   Distance   Determination  Course   is   used in   Period   Four for 
determining the individual Dace count for each trainee. 
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Terrain Requirements1 

The course is based on one circle 650 m. in diameter and a second 
circle 50 m. in diameter located on a common center. Eighteen pacing 
lanes radiate from the smaller circle. These lanes are each 300 m. 
long. Since a trainee paces out and back, his pace count is established 
over a 600-m. course. Our research indicates that a pacing course 
must be at least 500 m. in length for an individual to get a reliable 
estimate of his pace count. 

The aim in constructing this course is to provide each man with a 
lane of approximately equal difficulty that is typical of the area where 
the pace count will be used in navigation. For the course to remain 
reasonably constant in difficulty during use by many troops throughout 
the year, it should run through areas of more permanent type vegeta- 
tion. An area covered by larger trees and second growth vegetation 
past  the age of showing marked seasonal variation is to be preferred. 

Course Lavout and Construction2 

Inner circle (see Fig. 1).    Select the common  center point of the 
circles and set a flat-topped wooden post at a height slightly below eye 
level.    Use the post as a rest   for the compass while   installing stakes 
and steering marks.    Commencing  at 360°   magnetic   azimuth,  set  a 
start stake 25 m.  from  the  center point every 20°   of arc  around the 
full circle. 

A  common steering mark is  located at the  center of the circle. 
Diameter of the inner circle  formed by the   IS   start  point stakes is 
50 m.   Steering marks A/E, B/D, and C are 100 m. apart.  All azimuths 
are  measured from the  center of the small circle before the common 
steering mark is erected. 

Start  stakes  (see Fig.  2).    Paint eighteen  1 x 4 x 4S-in.  stakes 
white,   and mark serially from  SS 1 through  SS IS en both sides, the 
letters and numerals are approximately 5 in. high, 1-in. stroke.   Odd- 
numbered  stakes are  lettered  and numbered  in red; even-numbered 
stakes are lettered and numbered in black.    Set all start stakes  12  in. 
deep.    Painting all surfaces prior to setting them in the  ground may 
delay rotting. 

Steering marks  (see  Fig.   3).    Three  steering mark panels  are 
required for each of IS lanes,   a total of 54.    Large panels are stapled 
to  1 x 4 x 54-in. boards  with  double-pointed tacks   (staples),  3/4  in. 
long.    Paint   (or spray)  the  board  and panels with two coats of white 
exterior paint on all surfaces.   Letters and numbers on even-numbered 
lanes are in black; letters and numbers on odd-numbered lanes are in 
red.    Both letters and numbers are 14 in. high, 3-in. stroke.   A dash is 
placed between the letter ard the number on each steering mark panel. 
Marine  plywood is  recommended  for use  as  steering mark panels. 

'Based an local tfrrain chardcteristics. Terrain should be t>pical of that o\er which the 
pace count »ill be applied. 

'The course can be laid out *ith the standard lensatic compass. If a transit and trained 
sur\e*  ere* is available from an  \rtiller\  .IT F.ngmeer I nit. emplov  it. 



Figure 1   Layout of Distance Determination Course 

18    ^ 

Figure 2   Marking on Both Sides of Start Stakes 
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The numerals on each set of three steering marks  correspond to 
the numerals on the start stakes   (1-1S, inch).    The steering mark in 
Figure 3 would be marked E-lSon the reverse side.   Each A/E steering 
mark is 100 meters from its start stake.  BID steering marks are 200 m. 
from the start stake, and C steering marks are 300 m. from the start 
stakes.   Each set of three steering marks must be on the same azimuth, 
from the center post over the start stake, at intervals of 100 m.  (Pacers 
move out from the start stake to steering mark "A," then to "B," then 
to "C."   At "C," they face about and move back over the same route to 
"D" (reverse side of "B"). then to "E" (reverse side of "A"), and from 
"E" to the original start stake.) 

—   No   16 double-pointed tacks 

or roofing nails, 3 4 in    long 

1 x 4 x 54 m. 

 *  
3 

1 ~*r 

/ 

' 

>^< 

-     \ 

19': ,n 

-31 m 

Bloie tfiick-barked trees and poles to secure steering 

mark to t-ee Use 10-d nails to fasten the 'head' end 

of tfie panel to all pales or trees 

Figure 3   Steering Mark Panel Used on Distance 
Determination Course 

Distance of 100 m. from the start stake to the first steering mark 
and between all steering marks must be exact.   The first steering mark 
or intermediate markt-r must be clearly visible from its   start stake 
and each steering mark or intermediate marker must be clearly visi- 
ble from the one preceding it.    Fasten the steering marks to poles or 
trees at the hei^nt giving best visibility. Remember that the successive 
steering marks must  be visible on the way out and on the return after 
facing about  at  steering mark  "C."    Some  cutting  of limbs or trees 
may be necessary.  Deviation of one or two paces from the lane azimuth 
can be tolerated to increase visibility without cutting limbs or trees, 
but the 100-m. distances must be rigidly controlled. 

Intermediate markers   (see Fig. 4).    In thickly wooded terrain,  it 
maybe impossible to mount the large steering mark panels so the pan- 
els can be read at 100-m. intervals.   In such cases, use 1 x 4 x 4?-in. 
intermediate  markers to keep subjects on course  between the larger 



x»"r 
Figure 4  lnt«rm«diatt Marker 

steering  mark panels   shown in  Figure 3     Intermediate  markers  are 
painted white on both sides with alternating 4 in. diagonal stripes.   On 
even-numbered  lanes,   intermediate  markers  are   black on white,   on 
odd-numbered lanes, intermediate markers are red on white.  The land 
number.   3 1/2 in.  high.   3/4-in.   stroke,  appears in the center on both 
sides of intermediate markers. 

Center circle steermg mark  (see Fig. ö).    This pole,   located  at 
the center of the circle formed by the start stakes, serves as a common 
steering mark for ail lanes during the last 100 m. from steering mark 
"E" to soldier's assigned start stake.   The man guides on the marker, 
but halts at his start stake. 

The steering mark panels, intermediate markers, and blown-up 
section of the Record Card ^see Fig. 6) are used during the briefing to 
ensure that the men are familiar with them. They should be removed 
from the pole before the men begin navigation on this course. 

A blown-up section of the  Record Card is given in Figure 6.    The 
displays on the pole should  be attached in a manner that allows quick 
removal after the briefing. 

This training aid should be at least 3 1/2x4 ft. for a class of 200 
men. The figures shown . . . are typical. Figures must be entered 
on the training aid to emphasize the necessity for maintaining a con- 
tinous count over the assigned lane. The training aid is made from 
heavy card stock and covered with clear acetate to protect it from 
wear and weather. It should be hung on the center steering mark pole 
above the panels and intermediate markers while in use. 

NIGHT  NAVIGATIONAL  COURSE 

Course Construction 

The Night Navigational Course for Period Five will be laid out as 
shown in Figure 7. 

Measurements of the course are 1600 m. on the long axis and4S0 m. 
on the snort axis.   There   are 40 m.  between each of the   12 starting 
points at each side of the course.   The starting points on the west side 
of  the course  are   labeled  A to   L and those  on the east  side of the 
course are  numbered   1 to 12.    Routes that  traverse the area between 
the two  sides of the course are  plotted.    Since routes   are  not plotted 
in a straight line, the total course distance will be over 1600 m.   In the 
experimental course, total distances were approximately 1700 ru. 

The  course has three  line-type checkpoints   crossing the entire 
width of the layout.    Only two1 of these line-type checkpoints [\ and II 
in Fig. 7) are used in the night course.   They should be natural terrain 
features spaced equally throughout the course. 

'The third checkpoint is osed in the da* coarse. 
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Round, 5-gallon can inverted 
on top of 15-20 foot pole, 
8-10 inches in diameter 

Red 

White 

RECORD CARD attached here 

STEERING MARK PANEL 

NTERMEDIATE MARKER 

Set at least 36 inches   n the ground. 

Figure 5   Center Circl« Steering Mark 



RECORD CARD 
DISTANCE DETERMINATION COURSE 

NAMF    BfMTT>  JAMES A. 
START STAKE NO                / 

RECORD YOUR TOTAL  PACc COUNT AT EACH STEERING MARK, DO MOT 

START A NEW COUNT AT EACH STEERING MARK. 

ss to A       //9 Poces 

A to B      233 Paces 

Btoc      353 Paces 

' Foce obouf or C 

c to n       4 7/ Paces 

DtoE        5'93 Poces 

E to ss     7 2 2 Poces 

NUMBER OF KNOTS IN PACE CORD 6 
G/V£ CARD TO INSTRUCTOR 

1 
Figure b    Blown-up Section of Rocord Card, 
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Figure 7    Diagram of the Night Navigational Course 
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Up and down the length of each line-type checkpoint are the individual 
route checkpoints.   This is illustrated by the letters and numbers in the 
circles on  the map in  Figure 9.    Thus,   for any one  route  a specific 
point is selected on the line-type checkpoint and this point is the check- 
point for the particular route. 

In the experimental program, we used two roads and a stream bed 
as the line-type checkpoints.    The terrain on either side of these fea- 
tures was varied enough so that map-terrain association easily could 
be  accomplished.    More important,  these  features  entirely crossed 
the total width of the course and were essentially parallel to the start- 
ing points.    It is suggested that if you cannot  locate an area with such 
excellent line-type checkpoints, an engineering company can be called 
upon to furnish a bulldozer.   In about half a day, three simulated roads 
can be scraped across any area, and these roads can be hand drawn on 
the training maps. 

Along these line-type  checkpoints and near the individual route 
checkpoints are located yellow-and-black striped poles (trees may be 
used if permission can be gained from local sources)   ibout  10 ft. tall 
(see Fig. s).    A red  light is attached to each pole for use  during the 
night exercise.    On each pole is  a map showing each individual  route 
checkpoint  (see Fig. 9).    In  the experimental program,  a scale of 
about 1:2,500 was used and these were hand drawn.   Since these were 
to be  permanent,  they were  covered with  acetate  and have withstood 
the weather very well. 

Note that these  striped  map poles are  not  located exactly on  a 
specific checkpoint.   They are distributed along the length of the chosen 
terrain features about 75 m.   apart and at least 25 m.   from the actual 
checkpoint.   They must be visible from the checkpoint.   The reason is 
that a trainee must go to what he thinks is his checkpoint on the ground 
and  then to  a map pole.    At  the map pole he  must determine  (1)  his 
location and (2) the location of his checkpoint.   Locating the map poles 
some distance away from the checkpoints forces him to use map-terrain 
association.  The locations of map poles are not indicated on the training 
maps; only the checkpoint positions are indicated. 

Routes 

There are 12 starting points on each side of the course.    Twelve 
different routes are plotted between these points,  but, since trainees 
are  started concurrently on bcln ends of the course,  there  are. in 
reality,  24  different  routes  in use.    These  routes  should be plotted 
according to local conditions.   However, it is suggested that the fol- 
lowing considerations be taken into account when the routes are plotted. 

1. All routes should be approximately the same length. 
2. All routes  should  have approximately the same amount of 

vegetation on them. 
3. If possible, a training area should be selected that gives a 

wide variety of types of terrain over the  length of the 
course.    Since this course is designed to equip the navi- 
gator to move over difficult terrain,  few areas  should be 
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Black 

Yelio* 

MAP 
BOARD 

■During the nigh» e»efc.se, 

a small red I ^gh»    s 

a^ached here 

Figure 8    Poles Used in Navigational Course 

rejected because they otter extremely dense vegetation or 
radical relief. 

4. The   terrain  on  either  side  of the   line-type   checkpoints 
should be varied so that map-terrain association can be 
accomplished   from   maps   mounted  on  poles   near   the 
route checkpoints. 

5. At  the  end  of each   leg  of  the  route   and on   the   line-type 
checkpoint, there should be a recognizable terrain feature. 
This may be as distinct as a hilltop,   for example,   but can 
be such things as a bend in a road or stream. 

6. All routes should be free of hazards. 

J: 



North 

DO 200 

Contour lit»>-»al   10 ft. 

Figure 9. Sompl« of Mop Information Attach«d to Poles 

IF YOU  HAVE  NOT VET  DETERMINED  WHERE  YOU  THINK 
YOUR CHECKPOINT IS ON THE GROUND.   DO THAT  FIRST 

AND THEN GO TO THE  NEAREST  POLE 

THIS   POLE  IS NOT A CHECKPOINT 

HOWEVER BY   LOOKING AT  THIS MAP 
YOU SHOULD BE ABLE  TO DETERMINE 

WHERE YOUR CHECKPOINT IS ON   THE GROUND 

1. The red letters and the green numbers indicate checkpoint positions. 
2. Look on your route card and find the letter or number of the route. 
3. Now look on this map, find the correct letter or number, and by map- 

terrain association determine whether you have arrived at your checkpoint. 
4. If you have arrived correctly, return to your checkpoint and start on the 

next leg of your route. 
If you have not arrived correctly, determine where your checkpoint is on 
the ground and move to that point.   Then start on the next leg of your route. 

o. 
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Figure 10.  Diagram of the Day Navigational Course 

DAY   NAVIGATIONAL  COURSE 

The  Day  Navigational  Course   for   Period   Six will  be laid  out   as 
shown in Figure 10. 

The same course is used in this period as was used in Period Five 
with  one  modification.     The   starting  points  on  only  one   side  of the 
course are moved about 4ÜU m. back from their night position.   Thus, 
the  starting  points   for the   night routes  on that   side  now become  the 
first checkpoints on that side for the day ext-rcise.    At the other si^e, 
the  starting  ooints remain  unchanged.    The day course is   2ÜÜ0 m. in 
length; the width remains the same.    Again,  routes that traverse the 
area between the two  sides  of the  course  are   plotted.    These   routes 
should   require   the  individual  to  navigate   a  full  23uu-m.   course. 

There   are   now  three   line-type   checkpoints   (I, II, III in Fi17. 1U), 
which  are   natural  terrain   features,   spaced  equally  throughout  the 
course.    Between  the   night  and day  exercises,   yellow-and-black 
striped poles must be placed in the vicinity of the additional check- 
points.    This   may  be  done   at  the   time   the   start  stakes   are   moved 
back 400 m. 
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Chapter 4 

SPECIFIC INSTRUCTIONS FOR CONDUCTING 
THE ADVANCED LAND NAVIGATION PROGRAM 

PERIOD ON'E 

Compass Technique 

The Advanced  Land Navigation  Program  teaches  a different 
compass-holding method than has previously been taught to trainees. 
This is called the center-hold technique and requires the navigator to 
position the compass approximately halfway between his chin and belt 
and to look out over the front cover to determine the direction of his azi- 
muth.  Along with this, the compass should always be set on the desired 
azimuth by turning the bezel ring and aligning the north-seeking arrow 
with the luminous line on the coyer glass.1     This is usually referred 
to as the line-over-arrow technique. 

Our research has indicated that the center-hold method, utilizing 
the line-over-arrow technique, is just as accurate as the more familiar 
sighting method. More important, the center-hold technique offers the 
following advantages over the sighting technique. 

1. It is faster to use. 
2. It is easier to use, as the number of steps required for 

efficient operation has been reduced from seven to two. 
3. It can be used under all conditions of visibility. 
4. It can be used when navigating over all types of terrain. 
5. It can be used without putting down the rifle, however, 

the rifle must be oiung well back over either shoulder. 
Trainees should be made to realize that the center-hold method of 

using the compass replaces the  sighting  technique;  thus, the sighting 
technique should not be used in training." 

When  using the center-hold  method utilizing the line-over-arrow 
technique,   steering marks may or may not  be used.    They should  be 
used if the terrain is open and there are   many good  steering marks 
available, since this will enable the navigator to walk long distances on 
his azimuth without  referring to  the compass.    They  should not  be 
used if the vegetation is very thick or if there are no suitable steering 
marks available.   In these instances, the navigator should make frequent 
reference to his compass. 

Practice in Using the Compass 

We have found that field practice in using the compass does not 
ensure success when actual navigation is tried. That is. a trainee 
may be able to demonstrate that he is capable of using the compass in 
a proficiency test,   but he may become  lost  within a short period  of 

'Some older compasses mav ha^e t*o luminous lines on the cover ^lass.   If this occurs,  .ell 
(he trainee to use the longer line. 

'Sighting technique mav be used in detouring large obstacles at night.   See Period Four 
Lesson Plan. 
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time when actual land navigation is attempted. For this reason, we 
practice the center-hold compass technique in the classroom for only 
a short period of time, and the remainder of compass practice occurs 
during actual navigation. 

Our  research   indicates  that   the   lack   of  relationship  between 
proficiency  testing  of compass  usage  and   land  navigational  ability 
extends  to  most other land navigational  skills.    Therefore,   if a unit 
commander wants  to   keep a  record  to  indicate  the land navigational 
ability of his company, he should not set up an individual skills profi- 
ciency test.    Rather, he must set up an acutal land navigational route 
and keep track of the number of trainees that are able to arrive at am 
objective within a time limit.    Thus, if a proficiency check is desired 
in the present   Program,   it is   suggested  that a record  be   kept of  the 
number of trainees hitting their objective during Periods Five and .Six. 

The  commander should  not  expect   luu-", of the class to reach the 
objective.    Because of many variables over which we have no control, 
an  acceptable   level of  proficiency is   not   specified.    The   commander 
must  determine  his   own  standards which   should  be in  harmony with 
proficiency levels in other areas of training. 

Questions and Answers 

The  questions   and   answers   at  the  back  of the   Lesson   Plan are 
supplied to tne instructor to be used only when necessary .    The actual 
instruction   in  the   period   requires   approximately  50 min.,   but  the 
questions   and   answers   may be  used   if the  instructor has   some  time 
left for a general review. 

PERIOD TWO 

Our   research has indicated  that the  Infantryman will profit more 
from  a complete understanding  of  six basic skills  necessary for map 
readin-T than he will from just a passing acquaintance of the numerous 
skills that make up the entire area of map reading.  These basic skills, 
which  have been  identified1   as   being  necessary for the   LWI  to know, 
are thoroughly covered in Period Two. 

Section I.    Introduc'ion to Map Reading 

The important things to stress in this section are (1) the map 
presents a view of the ground as it appears from directly above, and 
(2) the map reader should make use of the printed information on the 
map if he is to interpret it correctly. 

Section II.   Grid Coordinates 

In  this   section,   the  trainee   is   taught   to   compute   and   interpre" 
correctly a si;:-digit grid coorainate.   We teach only six digits because 
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(1) more digits than this are extremely hard to determine accurately 
on a map with a scale of 1:50,000. unless a coordinate scale is used, 
and (2) it is extremely unlikely that the LWI would have occasion to be 
more precise than this in using grid coordinates. 

It should be noted  that  the use of a plastic coordinate scale is not 
specified   in   the  Lesson   Plan.    Our  research  has   indicated  that  the 
trainee is capable of determining a six-digit coordinate by the "eyeball" 
method with  enough  accuracy for his ourposes.    The  reason  for not 
specifying   a  coordinate   scale was   simply that under ordinary combat 
conditions the LWI does not have one of these available for his use. 

Section III.    Topographic Symbols 

The  only concept  to  be  stressed  in  this  section  on   topographic 
symbols  is   that  the ten rules  presented are  principles which  should 
be  applied  to interpret  various  groups of map symbols.    Thus,  the 
instructor should not,   when the  slide dealing  with water is   presented, 
for  example,   discuss  each type  of water portrayed  by the solid  blue 
color.    Rather he should   stress that,   by applying one basic principle, 
the trainee will be able to identify this particular symbol as some type 
of water which is always present, whether it be lake, river, creek, etc. 

The use of basic principles to interpret topographic symbols has 
two main advantages. The first of these is that, by utilizing these 10 
specific principles, at least 72 different topographic symbols can be 
identified accurately. The second is that our research has indicated 
that many LWIs do not retain the required knowledge for specific 
symbols, but are able to retain a basic principle which may be aoplied 
to a wide variety of cases. 

Section IV.   Contour Interpretation 

In this section, the student is taught how contour lines on a map 
show the relief of the land and how interpretation of these contour lines 
enables the map reader to identify five primary terrain features. 

It is in this  section that the plastic training map (see Chapter 2) 
is used the most.  The important thing here is to have the trainee real- 
ize that the flat map on the left represents a two-dimensional view of the 
relief map on the right.   Thus, when he looks at the flat map, he should 
visualize,  in  his  mind,  a picture of the terrain  as  it appears  in the 
three-dimensional map on the right.   To accomplish this end, there are 
several instances in which the trainee is asked to compare an area on 
the flat map with the same area on the relief map.   The PI and the Als 
should monitor the class closely to see that  the trainees   are making 
this comparison. 

After the trainees are taught how contour lines show the relief of 
the land, they are shown how these lines can be used to identify five 
primary terrain features These five primary features have been estab- 
lished in order to stände rdize the labeling of terrain features in all 
sections of the world. By having a standardized description, all map 
readers will be able to communicate more effectivelv. 
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Section V.   Map Distance Measurement 

The  important  concept  to  stress   in  this  section  is  that   a map 
reader should be as careful  as possible when he measures distances ~>n 
the map.    Even   small errors  in map  measurement  can cause  large 
errors on the ground. 

The trainee is required to make three measurments in practical 
exercises.    The measurement   points referred  to  in  the   Lesson   Plan 
were arbitrarily chosen; therefore, the instructor must select similar 
points for the map sheet he uses.    Whatever the distance selected, the 
class should be allowed a tolerance of 25 m. or. each side of the desired 
answer,   since   measurements more   accurate than this are extremely 
difficult to make. 

Section \T.   Map Orientation 

Map orientation is a very simple concept, but many trainees do not 
understand it.     The  Als should be very careful to  check  and   see  that 
all trainees have oriented  their maps  correct.;, since they must know 
this  procedure m order to  determine azimuths,  which is taught in the 
next section. 

The trainee is required to orient both the plastic and the topo- 
graphic maps.    The plastic map has a given declination of 133.     It is 
important that, whatever topographic map sheet is used, it should have 
a different declination from the plastic map, so the trainees will realize- 
that declination is not the same from map sheet to map sheet. 

Section \TI.   Determining Azimuths 

In this section, the student learns to determine magnetic azimuths 
between points on a map.   In teaching this section, emphasize that the 
map must be oriented, that the map should not be moved from its ori- 
ented position,  and that the compass cover should extend in the direc- 
tion of travel.    If the   latter  is  not   done,  the  back  azimuth   will be 
obtained, which yields a ISO2   er   >r. 

In the practical exercise, it is permissible to let the trainees use 
the  Back Azimuth and  Detouring  Training Aid to solve problems on 
back  azimuths and detour  azimuths.    However, stress that   the  exact 
procedure for making  these  computations  must  be learned,   since  the 
Training Aids   are not available in navigational situations, 

PERIOD  THREE 

Section I.   Checkpoint Recognition 

Although  the  Infantryman  will  rarely  plot  his  own  route,   it  is 
important   for him  to  know  the   limitations of  any route  that   is   given 
him,   the  various  types  of  checkpoints  he will encounter as   he navi- 
gates, and  the   advantages   and  disadvantages  of  each of these   types 
of checkpoints. 

It is important to stress to the trainees that the examples given m 
the conference and demonstration are not the only checkpoints that may 
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be encountered.    They should realize that knowing the advantages and 
disadvantages of the t%pes  of checkpoints  is what  is important,  not 
information about a specific checkpoint. 

Section II.   Geopraphical Orientation 

Geographical orientation is probably an entirely new concept to the 
trainees.   The instructor should make clear to them that basically, in 
this   section,  they are  being  taught to make "mental notes"  as  they 
navigate,   so they will be  able   to  walk in  any general  direction even 
without a map or a compass. 

This period is not as  closely timed as some of  the other periods: 
therefore,  the  instructor  should feel free to  ask  a  few  appropriate 
question? at the end of the period. 

Section III.   Sun-StiCK-Shadow Method of Determining Direction 

This method was first published in the January 1962 issue of Field 
and Stream in an article by Robert Owendoff. We realize the limita- 
tions of this natural method of direction finding. It is many times not 
altogether accurate as a method of determining direction; however, if 
the limitations listed below are observed, it can He very useful as a 
general method of indicating direction. 

1. If possible, use the method between lOOu hr. and 140u hr. 
2. Be extremely accurate in marking the tips of the shadow, 

since  a small mistake  in marking can yield  a large 
directionax error. 

3. The method is best used between 60: north and south latitude. 
The  more familiar watch-and-sun method of direction finding is 

only accurate for short periods   during the spring and fall of the year, 
and   at   other times   may  yield   errors  up  to  23'.     There is also the 
obvious disadvantage  that   the watch-and-sun method   does require   a 
piece of equipment, while the sun-stick-shadow method merely requires 
objects gathered in the field. 

Section IV.   A Review of Methods of Land Navigr.'.ion 

Two methods of land navigation,  dead reckoning and map-terram 
association,  are taught in this   Program.    The Advanced  Land  Navi- 
gation  Program does not stress either method.    Rather,  the trainee 
should   learn both  methods with   sufficient proficiency so that he  can 
make   an  appropriate judgment on which rrethod,  or combination of 
methods, he should use depending on the environmental condition. 

PERIOD FOUR 

Section I.   Detouring Obstacles 

The instructor should stress that no special te -hnique needs to be 
used to detour small obstacles,   such as trees,  bushes, small clumps 
of dense vegetation, etc.. but he must emphasize that a count must be 
maintained of all paces taken that are on the route azimuth.   For large 
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obstacles,   ^uch as minefields, swamps, etc., specific instruction is 
given  on   how  both   a  forward  count   and  a  count   of  deviation off the 
route must be maintained.   It should be made clear to the trainee that 
this specific method need only be used to detour large obstacles. 

Section II.    Distance Determination 

In  the   secor. 1  part  of the  period,  the  trainee  establishes one 
individual pace count which he should use to navigate over most types 
of terrain   and  under  all conditions  of visibility.    The   pace  count is 
established for 25, 50.  75, and 100 m. 

It  is  important  that trainees learn to  routinely tie   a knot in the 
pace  cord  during this  period,   so  they will have  this habit  firmly 
established by Periods Five and Six. 

Starting the trainees on the course should offer no problem since 
one instructor can easily handle three lanes; however, it is important 
that, as the trainees return, all instructors work as quickly as possible 
to fill out  the  Record Card.    Our   results  indicate  that   200  men can 
establish  their pace  counts in 2 7 min.,  and this includes making out 
the Record Cards' 

If a trainee has an obviously incorrect count tali counts for 100 m. 
should  be   from 95 to 150),  he should be required to pace   the course- 
over again.   Since pacing comprises at least 50-": of dead reckoning, it 
is  vitally  important  that  all  trainees  get  an  accurate  count  during 
this period. 

PERIOD FIVE 

Conduct of Night N'avigational Exercise 

The company is split into two equal groups which move to opposite 
ends of the course.   The procedure used is exac-.y the same for both 
groups.    During this period, the trainees navigate in pairs.    After the 
PI  gives   the   10 min. of instruction to the entire group,   the   group is 
equally distributed among  12 starting points.    Each  AI and the  PI are 
responsible  for three  starting points.    An instructor  will start  one 
pair  (at   route 1,  for example),   move to his  next   assigned  starting 
point   (route 2), and then move again to his last starting point (route 3). 
He  will  then  retrace  his  steps   «route 2, route 1, etc.)   until all pairs 
assigned  to him are  starred.    The  experimental  program  indicates 
that,   if there are  200 men  in a company,   all men  should  be  started 
within 12 min.  after the   PI completes his instruction.    It should be 
remembered that men are started from both sides of the course at the 
same time.   Thus, half the company is going in one direction (east, for 
example)   and  the  other  half  will  be  going  in  the   opposite  direction 
(west, in this case).   This method keeps any one route from having a 
large number of men on it going in the same direction and thus avoids 
the problem of bunching up. 

Trainees are instructed, in this period, to navigate to their check- 
points and then to move to a map pole to verify their position. It is impor- 
tant that the instructor make sure all trainees understand this concept. 
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When all men have started, the selected Als will move immediately 
to their assigned checkpoints.   At the checkpoint, they will patrol up 
and down the length of the checkpoint and will have three main duties. 

1. They will assist any trainees that appear confused.   This 
will be accomplished by taking him to the nearest map 
pole, telling him where he is, where he is going, and 
discussing with him any navigational problems he 
is having. 

2. They will break up any large groups of trainees that are 
traveling together. 

3. They will enforce light discipline. 
Those instructors who do not move to the checkpoints will stay 

at the ends of the course and receive troops as they finish.   The fin- 
ishing points of the routes are marked with the appropriate route 
numbers; thus, when a trainee comes to the end of the course, he can 
compare his route card with the symbol on the sign and tell whether 
he has navigated correctly. If he is off course, he can go to an instruc- 
tor, tell him where he finished, and the instructor will tell him how 
many meters he was off and in which direction.   Each instructor 
should carry a master list of starting and finishing point stakes for 
this purpose. 

Since a trainee carries only a route card and a compass in this 
exercise, the basic navigational tool used is dead reckoning. However, 
even on the darkest night, a trainee should remember what terrain 
he has crossed.    By referring to the map near the checkpoints, he 
should be able to determine his approximate checkpoint location by 
map-terrain association. 

PERIOD SIX 

Conduct of the Day Navigational Exercise 

Before the day exercise, the start stakes at one end of the course 
must be moved back 400 m. from the night exercise position, and the 
third checkpoint must be set up. 

The company splits into the same groups as in Period Five; 
however, each group goes to the end of the course opposite from where 
it was in Period Five. Basic?lly, the same instructions and procedures 
are used in this period as were used in Period Five, with two excep- 
tions. First, each trainee is required to navigate alone.   Second, along 
with the route card, the trainee is supplied a map with his route 
marked on it.   The experimental group used a combination map and 
route card as described in Chapter 2  and pictured in Period Six 
Lesson Plan. 

When the trainee is navigating and goes to a map pole near a 
checkpoint, he should compare his route card map, the map on the 
pole, and the ground around him. In this way, he will realize how the 
terrain features on the ground appear on maps with two very different 
scales. This is important since, with increased patrolling and disper- 
sal, more and more map substitutes will be used. 
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It is in this period that the trainee receives the majority of 
instruction in navigation by terrain feature».   Although the LW1 will 
not always have a map when he is navigating, the purpoue of this period 
is to teach the trainee how to recognize terrain features on the ground, 
how to move by using these terrain feature«, and only lastly how to do 
actual navigation while having a map in his hand. 

It is hoped that in this period the trainee, since he navigates alone, 
will develop a basis for selecting a navigational method for any partic- 
ular mission. Our research indicates that there are some trainees who 
cannot count their paces accurately enough for this type of distance 
estimation to be of any use to them; therefore, dead reckoning, for this 
group of people, will be of little use. 

However, we also have evidence indicating that some trainees are 
incapable of interpreting a map correctly, regardless of the amount of 
training they have received. In these cases, dead reckoning is the 
best solution. 

By knowing various methods of navigation, the trainee can develop 
the capability to navigate accurately on any mission, regardless of the 
type of terrain and the level of illumination. 
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M* «la toaci n«t» ton  KM I «aMi» »fa 
»tM MO «I» kM MHO MIMt-ftltUlO* »I* 
»11 «OVlaUt  MIIOMtM  MftO  MIMt-f»tll«t<«  «It 
w aatiittitt »tt oi» fiat twatt» i» a»e»* wato« «it 
■Ulf  IM ttl Ml  Hill««* Mt 
ttttlH «|«0 Mil «I»  CM «Ml   Ml »Ml-««111*»«*  «It 
»I« «MIM«!  MtltMtM  ««MM  «aoo»» MO 
aia »ia u ut M«MII MI »it« «M>I-»I-<»> 
taau Mttit «taoMo IM MO m »linn 
tutaai i«tii ut »tt« »ta MU w 
Mft M tt»il aua M lam • at» iittaMi an »i«it 
Kl  IMO IltM •«IMlMtO* 
CM litt  tM M  tM 01» II» «»* Mt «It* ft   10 
alt IMO tta MU awa at ttaaoMO» »tt« «I» »»rtHOi 
ouatM • »ttot i«t auu« «tt« na 
tl» »ait COM tiiHtwi« 
u M w tmi nit ft»» ait M 
«Itai COM aiMoa» MII »tt« ut 
u M a«M II»MIM ««o cia «it« oia 
MU«»« KI  «I»  l«C  «MfOll 
«MIM ItOtM' tuM «»tMlMtW 
MMU* KI «i» i«t «tiiu »« 
tit« IMO ci« latM o«i« M«» • «M« «»« IMC totuaau» o 
tKarttta tOM «ti tl» MiMIt «it« Mt« IMO tt« 
IMO ttt Mfl   lit  »»«CI   •   IMO  It» 01» «  Ml«  «»«  l«t  OOMIT C«l|l 
M* »nuwit» fonoM C»III »tt» ut 
■MauMOl  tOM »MOM t»llf  »It* Mfl   MO 
tM fiat twait» »iaai»M »i» «t t»-»» aiato« ■•»•< 
tri»MI» IlltlllC  fMOwtt»   l»t  MIOHM not» Wtt »II« III» lu«»r» I 
iMiotoi tMU CMI Htatiiait» oi» to» »mill» »tt« ilM 
l«tt IM Ml ««ll «11 • IMM  lwa*MI 01» «»WIMtM 
Oll tl* IM 11» M ll«MIW •   tUtMlM U M  «KM 
ultM tw ai» Mtta »Ma tot M IM tiat u of MM 
U M f«lt»M M»t at wc 
MO MMIWIM u Nfl  0»   »»tlMOi 
PI» toao »wi u 
aaniM twit MlilM MI ai» »i»»» MtHiwtM 
tMMlM j*iat tlM» Mi o» oil ait atwia MMIWIM 
tMMI»« »Mr  |IM»  «»MIMtO« »tt« »Ml   t** 
*C» IM   latll tOMIM ll»IM* Mtl  10 W*Ma «lilt  «II«tMl 
«C» »M   l*lll »OMIW lUltO* MCI »M MWIt« IMI' «It« «Mr «ll«tM 



i uti mil »«• iLcuxei HI uii.(i 
I wtt»llU  «■•»»  OH  l*  »1»  «IIMMI   MtOIMIW «II*  I 
I MillUlIU IWI' (*C IC HUM  «IIKnt •«MOWill« 
t U •»   tMtflllli  lll'l  I*  »tfCflM 
I MMIMM«  rBUWKIIM  to»««» 
I >««• latt •«• «i» »»»«(»Hü« 
I Ml«   l»tl   »«•   «I»  >«« «ll«  kIM 
I CMUMf* l> »I« C  >ul 
I «l«l» COW ««llakluk »II»  lit» ilM 
I »nia iitMii <.« »f 
I V U» WMkl« M»i v> »Ircxw. 
I Mt*   l«tl   'Ml   *l»   IKl  UWlll 
I Mt« i»ti ru* *ll »id »i if i»i 1» 
I «KM tl»ll  u  '(«i   v>   MX.   Ill 
I * at» IUII u 
I «(WlMII   •   CO  MMlUWIlLU   «J   »II«   **l| 
I waiMam »i> u» WMIMIII» cua* »UMII* I»II> 
I »l*(**>l  »•a»«l«li  I«'   loolrlvlm  Wi 
I Ml*  «*<»   •   njuHUII   CU  '«•••••HH   («M*   Kl>   H»»fO*l/   •<*• 
I WIM* |l»ll   u 1*1*1  </» «ILII   1(1   »II» UIJ 
I lu*ll u MU»»»  l«M*   I«".   •   »»It *•«> 
I Ml* »irlMUi  »IMK  •»u<l»'.">.  »II» *lil»ui  Mil* 
I «b  III   u »tMi  M*l  V  »irtxUL 
1 MMkl»  l»ll   U»   III« III»   l'» K»  *l>l«Ui 
I UM* MM» id «r 
I l*IIU*ll   l»»l»IU*l IW(>*I»I  IMK»MI 
I W UllWII u M'l  V »irCMW 
I »CMtHMlll**   u   M*l   01   (»Uli*   IIKM* 
1 »•  ll»ll   lUul.  I>l*l  Mtl*»(l  IKIIU*  »»•• 

I CM*   NWIIIIIMl »Ir   UVUI   y   Lit 
•*>»•   MM   I*«       I W   0*   C*ll»   M»  i I*   MKU   M*l 

1 rioal»» |I»II u il* »I'll • lac« 
I ntttfk u »IfCMM   i«»l II* 
I w  M   In   il*  II* M*l 
I V 00 »MUI ll* *l*IM<lc»l   M*l 
I u   0*   MtMII»   Ll*l  »Cll  1/1*1 
I cml« ll»il u cut k    i • i»i" *l> 
I »H*»»  IHM  u mill   .)• kW y MM 
I *U«IW«   V  lltl  »t*IMll(»ll   CMIKIM  »illl 
i iiMi*g*l v LIII MM.U il* 
I lit« u W  IU»l 
I lr**Cu»l   w Hi  It* III« 
I V   0*   •IMIHil«   Li* 
I |l«ll   U   (»   IM»   Ll*l   II*   »C» 
I mu (MM.I«» inn iuii UH Min ii* 
i (eiic* u iI*I »c« til« 
I U  0*   "ICH lilt   II*   Cll» 
I *•'«• l> ll* 
I COtt^d»   J lll|  MICU »<» 
I III*   JUI1I  V Ll*l  «»|n«lLll 
I m* u 11* Mil •»iMiagiM w 
1 il* (* cgw<*lii 'x' n» I«'H • b,   i til« 
I U   0*   *•*  IKICU  l IM 
I e*c or dl* c«iu<iiic u il* »it» »iruwi iil»i 
I HO*»'   M*W*II   I   lllHi   Ll* 
I IS  III  V »It« HM  II* lil»I 
I MltnM «gMi u il* It* MCI 



Al 

H'j»viri }im»'jui' mm f<* 

  1^1-   \'4/2, IM/V, ri/v 

h Olllc», 'iioif Wuahlngtun U Alffji'ifi'ift'i, V<j, 

22314 
AUVANCrjD I.AUIv tJAVI'iATIONi M.VI.LOI'MI.MT ANfJ tVAl.UATlOH 

Ol A l'M'yi'/i Yli l'M'y;iiAM Ol INSTHUCTIOH, by Th«odo»» K l'ow«», 

AW' M, './ p. li. '. Idblmi ii'l Im*., '4 i'lm, I !■'hnl'ul l!»|«Ofl H'H 
('«itrot-t   IJA 44>IIS-AHO-ZI (OA Mio)  2)'J247'JIAVU) Ur>cl<iaalli»<J M»|H/(i 

Po *f.'i»,lw Irilrjrilr/fTitfri lo 9ct|ulr* ptollci*ftcy Irt wivwtc*4 l'irt'l ri'jvl'i'jtlon 
(Al.IJ) *•' li'ii^i*»«, (jti ALI! ^«fl'yrrrMirK-* ivqulfvnivnl ul tl* l*v«l ol irtluniry 
odvaricnd ir><)|yir«'il ifilnlng (A1T1 wi» <l*v*l'4«d In «lii« atudy. Uxiduoln 
of IfilrjMry AIT w*f» t*at«'J im ncivl^atlonci] foul«« ol tl« l»v»l ol tlJHicully 

l*«»'fibw'l by tl« i^it'iinnit' m r«4uli«ffi>nl> Thl» dlaqnoatl" »■»•■•m»t)l 
ft'jvl*im*i guldo >>-■* I'*» 'Wv^lopff^fi* ol 'j 10 hour |4o(ot]r(>« pt't'ti'ittt ol IriBlrij' 

tlofi (f. AI.N. TK« pro'|»'jir, wiB (i'lmlrilatvfvd to 100 •rtllntwl fri*ri wlion« 
l^>»l'it».'i» * • wifc tltvn «valuutvd oft tl« ptvsrrUMHJ navit^jiiortol fo>ji«s. In 
tlt* •gpvf iff«ni'jJ '^foup, '>0% H '*•« nmtt irmi Um t/imm' nt'»-i duyflnw paffotm- 
unr* r«'4U.'r*nt>«nf, -ji» fjfßfjnmmfi lo .'*' of (IKJ»« wMlir>ut tl« •«p«iiitt»n<'jl train' 
Ing; 7(11 rnvt H* patlotmurf.« taqultmnafit foi ni^hitln» navUiattcrn. Th« 
10 hunt pogf'jni ol lri«trii< lloti In AI.N can !/• usad lo ti'jin «nlictvi rmn to 
(.>i»i'i"i»« o'''ii'it»ly •/«•! dllllcult, unl'jmilltii taftgln m.'lor all c-undlllona 

ol vlaltlllty. 

l)N'-|,A.";;ll II !■ 

1 ,    1 -Orel »i'iVI^'Jtloi, 

MllH'JI» ti'jlirlri') 

I,  TllU)   I'll I I MAU V 

II.   Iowoi», Wrn'A'f M. 

III. U :;. AiTtiy Infantiy 
Hu/n'jn MwiMi'ir' 1. Unit, 

F oft Itoftnlri'j, r« ■■ 

IV. Contfun I>A 44-lHHAh 

Al I/i»    |K/ii,  IV,, VV, 

Humofl Maaöiil'-'aa Maaauf'li r'lll' aoig« W'ialilnvlon  U.,  AUnor.-IH'j,  Vo. 

22)14 
AI/VAN'.I.I/    l.AN!^   NAVI'JATI'Jtli    14 71 I'<I-MI 111    AIJ1/   I.VAt.UA'I K>II 
Ol   A I h'/I'/lYri, l'M'XiMAM Ol    INIiTNU'niON. I<y '[•»••/'»•/(a H.  I'otwaia, 
Ap-   64   «2 p. Ind. »oblaa'in-J li>j»,, 9 i«l»,   CI«'Imi'-il K»^»! (Td 

('•■rt.ii'Kt   l/A 44-l(IB-AHO-2l (I/A   l'iol   2)02470IAV12) Unclaaalllad Hapof« 

To «M.'II.I* lnl'jfitryrfi*ri t.. ocqulra pfollc tancy In tKlvtjncwd land riovj.jo(j..f, 
(ALU) ta'hnl'fi*«, afi AIJI paif'yffiKinca i.'j .iO'fr,«.r.t ot M.«. luvul ol ir.l'jntry 
•i'lvott. a.l Individual Iralrdng (AI'I | wo« •u.j*\^.t. i in tl.in aludy. Ofadualaa 

ol Infanlty All w«>a laalad on rt'ivl'iul lonul loulaa ol IIK> 1»V>I ol dllfl'ully 
(^•.»'fU^.'l l/y tt^* tMri|r4(nanra »..'i'.ict.'.rii IMr, dW'jnoatlr or,i.r.t,f-.f',« ..» 

ffovi'i*.) i|uldanca lo» (iavalopniatil of u IÜ-l»oui piolotypa pto^fani ..I Irialtu« 

Hon In Al II. Tli« i/io'ji'jit. WOB odmlnlalafad to 100 »r.linta.l nmu wl.oa» 
paflofmanca wo» il»ati av'jl.i#jt«'i .jf. tt»« pt»%i<i\im<i navl'^ationul t'.ijt«o. Ir. 
tl« #•*).*.( irt#.t.o,j 'iio'ip, *y0\ ol tin» rrtan f»*t tl,* pfaa''tll>a'l -loytirt*. parl'Mfn* 

anra raqulraftarnl. 'ia o|/poi»«»'i to '/%, ol tM/aa witno.ji tl^ «»(.wtifirftr.i-jl liuln- 
Irtg; 7'/*, rnwt tlia imtl'jtttmti'm ra(|ulfafnanl lot r.i'jOmn*. r.ovl^'jiiot. N . 
10 liour pfo'jr.jrii ol Iriatr^tion In Al N . .jn 1/* iia*'l lo lialn •»nlint».) fi^»ri to 

nuvig «t« accufalaly OV«F( 'iiillcull, unlamiilrft lafraln -m-lwr all t-ot>dlt)>*ia 

ol «laiblllly. 

Ml." I.Ali,II II I, 

I      1 , Jlrl  f.o/lj'ition 
Mlllt'JIV   llOluJOg 

I. Titlai   Mil I.I.MAN V 

11.   I'owafa, 'I t*o'l'W«» M, 

III.     ' 1.   Arti,y It.lontiy 

llu".')n Maaagfi I. Df.it, 
I oft  h«r.rilng, f>j. 

IV, oniro. t 1,;. 44- lüM-Alf'-i 

r 
AL. Dlv. 19/2, I»/!P, 2J/1 

Human Haaouica* Haaaafch Offlca, Ciaofga Waahlnqton U,, Alaiondflu, Vo. 
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ADVANCED   l-AND   NAVKJATIONi   DEVELOPMENT   AND   EVALUATION 

DE A f-fOTOTYrC PRCXJHAM OE INBTHUCTION, by T>»o<lüfa H. »Jowa«*, 

Apt   M, 62 p. in'.l. tablM and fida,, « >afa.   (Tarlmi'-ol rtapoii ««) 
(Ca.lroc«   DA 44-IH-AHO-2) IDA I'tol  2J0247UIA/I2) UnclaMlflad Mapott 

To anoLla Inlaniryman (o ocqulf ptukclancy In advano*d land naWgallon 
IALN) lachnlquaa, an ALN pafio(..».>a.a (aqwlramant at II« laval ol Inlanliy 
advanoad individual Ualnlnq (All. wsst davalo|iad In thia aludy. Oadualaa 

of Infantry AIT wot» laalad on navigational routaa ol Ilia laval uf difficulty 

ptaacrlbad by tha potlormanca raqulrarnanl. Thla dlagnoatlc aaaaaanianl 
l>ovldad guldonca Un davaloprnanl of a lO-fiour prutolypa prugrorn of Inalrur- 

tlon In ALN. 'I1>» pcogram waa odmlnlatatad to 100 anllatad man wlioaa 
parformanca waa than avaluotad ori tha praaolbad novlgatlonal routaa. In 
tha aiparlmantol group, V;» ol tha man mat tha praaolbad doytlma parform- 
'jnca raqulramant, oa opf>oaad lo 'j% of thuaa without Iha aaparlmantol Itoln- 
Ing; 7ft% mat tha parlormanra raqulramant lor nlghtllma navigation. Tha 
10 hour program of Itiatru. lion In ALN can ba uaad lo train anllatad man lo 
novlgula ur-curolaly ovar difficult, unfamlltar larraln undar all condition« 

of vlalblllly. 

UNCLAaßll IED 

I.   I«!.'! navigation - 
Mltlt'jfy training 

I. TltUi   HIILEMAN V 

II.  T'owara, Thaoduta M. 

III. U.8, Army Infantry 
Human Haaaarch Unit, 
Tort banning, '>i. 

iV. ContraH DA 44-1 (l«-AH'>2 

AD. Dlv. |»/2, \WJ, 2i/'j 

Human haaourc»« Haaaarch Ofllcr, 'imiif Wuahlnglon  U.,  Alaiandrla,  Va. 

22314 

ADVANCED   LAND   NAVIOATIONt   DEVELOPMENT   AND  EVALUATION 
OF  A PHOTOTYPE PHOOHAM Ol   INBTHUCTION, by Ilwo'lota M. I'owata, 

Apr. t4, 62 p. Incl. toblaa und fig«., f ral«.   ITachnlcal Mapurt «III 
(Contract   DA  44 1HH-Ahr>2)  (DA   Pro)   21024701A7I2)  Unclaaalllad Hapott 

To anobla Infantryman to acgulra proflclancy In advancad land navlgallrm 
(ALN) tachnlquaa, on ALN parfofrminca raqulramant ol tha laval of Intanlry 
advancad Individual training (AIT) waa davalopad In lliia aludy. 'irodualaa 
of Infantry AIT wara laalad on navigational foulaa of II« laval of difficulty 

praacflbad by tlia parlofmanca raqulramant. 'Mil« dlognoallc aaaaaamanl 

Itovldad guldanca for davalopmanl of a r l.oui prototypa program of Inatru'-- 

llon Iri ALN. 'Hia progrorri waa odnilnlalara«! lo 100 anllatad man whoaa 
parformanca waa titan avoluatad on Ilia ptaacrlbad navigational routaa, lo 
ilia aiparlmanlal group, 'j0% of tlia mar. mat tha praa''rlbad dayllma parform- 
<»,' m raqulramant, oa oppoaad to %% of tho«« wllhout Ilia axparlniardol tralri- 
IIKJ; 76% mat II« parformurMa raqulramant lor nlghtllma novlgullon. Tlia 
10-houl program of Inatru'lion In ALII curt l<« uaad to train anllatad man to 

novlgatu accurfjtaly ovar dllllcult, unfamiliar larralri «indar all condlllona 
of vlalblllly. 

UNCLAOBtriED 

1.  Land navigation- 

Military training 

I.  Tltlai   fill LEMAN V 

II.  I'owara, Tliaudora M. 

til. UC Army Infantry 
Human Haaaarch Unit, 

I url Hanrdng, Oo. 

IV. Conlra.l LA 44-18(l-AHO-2 


